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I 
was taught at college the 
traditional ways to French 
polish, on the conservation 
and restoration course at 

Rycotewood. Since then I’ve 
worked in Scotland and now 
run my own business in 
Gloucestershire. I’ve learnt along 
the way different ways to create 
a mirror finish on wood, and 
one of them is the use of 
pumice powder to fill the grain.
 When French polishing you 
fill the grain so that there are 
no cavities to distort the light. 
At college we were taught to do 
this by gradually building up 
layers of French polish. When I 
was in Scotland I learnt from a 
polisher who had trained in 
France, and he used a different 
technique, with pumice.
 The college taught us to first 
apply a couple of brush coats of 
neat transparent polish. This 
leaves tide marks, but gets 
plenty of polish into the grain 
as a base. You then cut back, 
once it’s dry, with fine abrasive. 
I use 3M Frecut, 400 grit for 

this sort of work. It has a white 
powder that acts as a lubricant 
to remove any particles that 
might scratch the surface. Use a 
cork block if you can.
 You then start polishing 
forever with a rubber in little 
circles and then in figures of 
eight, getting larger. Finally you 
work with the grain. The aim is 
to work the polish around the 
piece, cutting back every couple 
of hours to remove any build-up 
of polish around the edges of 
the cavities. The polish drops 
into the pores, but also creates 
miniscule levees which have to 
be sanded smooth otherwise 
they build up too much. You do 
this in cycles, leaving to dry for 
a few hours each time until you 
have the perfect finish. You 
might do 20 cycles.
 How long it takes depends on 
how open the grain is. Some 
rosewoods can be cavernous, 
and so can Cuban mahogany. If 
you’re having to put on a lot of 
polish to fill the grain you can 
easily end up with a sticky mess.  

Pumice power
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I also think this way can look 
plasticky and too glossy for my 
liking.
 The way I was taught on my 
first job was to use pumice as a 
grain filler. I often use coloured 
spirit-based grain fillers from 
Fiddes, especially when working 
with oak when I want to create 
a more dramatic look. The 
colour in the grain filler brings 

Antique restorer Rob Leach explains how to use 
pumice powder to fill grain and create a mirror finish

pretty much only going to be 
working with pumice and meths. 
Leave this coat to dry for a few 
minutes.
 You then have to add the 
smallest amount of pumice. I do 
this by rolling a teaspoon of 
pumice in a piece of cotton, as 

GRAIN FILLING

Pumice powder
There isn’t much information about the 
use of pumice powder. In his book The 
Complete Guide to Wood Finishes, Derrick 
Crump recommends it for dulling a 
surface as a fine abrasive, rather than 
Rob’s technique of using it with meths to 
burnish. In the State constantines.com 
recommend the use of grade 2 and grade 
4 pumice followed by rottenstone for a 
glass-like finish.

Pic.1 The first stage in Rob’s pumicing approach is to brush on a single coat of 
transparent polish, to fill the grain a little and give him some polish to work with

you might in making a rubber, 
but it looks more like one of 
those fancy puff pasty delicacies 
you get at weddings. There are 
a couple of ways of applying 
the pumice (Pic.2). You can very 
gently dab the pad across the 
surface; it’s called pouncing I 

out the pores more dramatically.  
The pumice is white when you 
buy it, but unlike plaster of 
Paris, which some finishers used 
to use, it is almost invisible once 
it’s in the grain. Leave too much 
pumice on the surface of the 
wood and you will certainly see 
a murky shadow, but in the 
pores it’s fine.
 I was working near Dundee 
when I was taught the 
technique of using pumice. I 
was on an internship with 
Historic Scotland, a bit like a 
conservation apprenticeship, 
working for the National 
Museums of Scotland. 
 The idea is to push the 
pumice powder into the grain. It 
is knackering, you really have to 
push hard. And if you put too 
much powder on it is very hard 
to shift, so take care and 
practise on an offcut first.
You start by brushing on a 

think. Or you can tap the pad 
against your hand and let the 
powder rain down on the 
surface in the lightest of mists. 
You are going to use the pumice 
to fill the grain and to burnish 
the surface.
 Then I make myself a special 

single coat of transparent polish 
mixed with methylated spirit. 
Most of the time I work with a 
50:50 mix of meths and polish. 
This coat fills the grain a little, 
but is really there to give you 
some polish to work with. From 
this point onwards you are 

Pic.2 You can either tap the surface with your pumice 
pad (top) or pat it against your hand

Pic.3 Rob adds meths to cotton wool which softens 
the polish he’s already brushed on the wood

Pic.4 You need a coarse fabric to bite into the polish 
and force the pumice powder into the grain
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rubber for the job (Pic.3&4), 
using cotton wool soaked with 
meths as the core. You don’t use 
any polish. The outer fabric 
needs to be quite coarse as it is 
being used to distribute the 
pumice and pick up any excess. 
My current piece is part of an 
old Ikea curtain. It needs to be 
tough because you are going to 
apply a lot of pressure. They 
wear out quite quickly.
 I’d do any colouring work 
later, after pumicing, because 
the act of moving the pumice 
around might alter the colour. 
You work the pumice in small 
circles, until you can’t see any 
cavities when you look at the 
piece against the light. You will 
see the build-up of pumice on 
the cloth, and you carry on until 
you aren’t removing any more 
pumice and the surface is like a 
mirror from burnishing. You will 
notice that there’s a sheen 
following the rubber when 
you’re nearly finished.
 It is really important the 
whole way not to concentrate 
too much on the centre of the 
piece. You will automatically do 
that anyway, so my advice is to 
concentrate on the edges and 
the middle will look after itself. 
 A leaf of a table might take 
me a couple of hours to 
complete this way. You might 
have to return to it the 
following day as the polish can 
sink back, but I think this 
approach saves you time. 

Next Issue 
On Sale 27th September
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NEXT ISSUE

Buying pumice powder
Most of Rob Leach’s finishing products are made by Fiddes in 
Cardiff, but he buys them from Rest Express (01285 831668), 
which distributes finishing products to restorers across Britain. 
The service was launched by restorer Westy Mitchell a few years 
ago and is proving very successful. They do four trips a week 
around the Midlands and Home Counties; a bit like the Snap-On 
people who deliver tools to mechanics. As many restorers are 
located away from towns, and with finishing products often hard 
to buy, Rest Express has proved very popular. They can order 
pumice powder.

Pic.5 You have to put considerable effort into the ‘rubber’ to force the pumice into the grain

Pic.6 Too much pumice powder and it will take you 
ages to remove with the meths-laden rubber

Pic.7 If you put too much meths on your rubber there’s a risk you’ll 
pull the pumice and polish out of the pores

Pic.8 You know you’re nearly there when you begin to see whorls following the 
rubber. Frustatingly the finished surface is next to impossible to photograph!

The Tale of  
Two Workshops

Next issue David Savage reveals 
what he thinks of sycamore, that 
most enigmatic of woods. Find 
out how it gets turned into an 
exquisite cabinet in David’s 
remarkable workshop.

Meanwhile, some miles away in 
another woodworking galaxy, we 
ask what can be made inside a 
Screwfix shed. Plus we find out if 
noise abatement is possible when 
your workshop is a 6x8ft drum!

Elsewhere Tobias Kaye discusses 
his approach to sanding, we meet 
a sawmilling co-operative, test 
upgrade products and we show 
yet more examples of British 
craftsmanship and 
resourcefulness.

Order your copy now!

David Savage tells us what it’s like to make linenfold panels from sycamore

Is it possible to soundproof a 6x8ft shed and make it into a woodworking haven?

To subscribe turn to p.50 now!


